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NuRAN’s Network Management Programme
Providing 24/7 Network Monitoring And Management For Businesses Of All Sizes. 
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Our NOC Team's Expertise

NOC Manager 

Oversees and orchestrates the entire NOC 
operation. Responsible for setting the 
team's goals, managing resources, 
coordinating activities, and ensuring 
efficient network supervision. The 
manager interfaces with other teams, 
stakeholders, and higher-level 
management.

Systems Administrator  

Systems Administrator - Responsible for 
managing  NOC infrastructure, operating 
systems and applications. Handles tasks 
like server provisioning,  software 
installation, patches and upgrades, and 
overall system monitoring. Collaborates 
with network analysts/engineers to 
ensure smooth integration between the 
network and server components.

Network 
Analyst/Engineers 
Network Engineers - Technical experts 
with in-depth knowledge of network 
architecture, protocols, and technologies. 
Handle the configuration, 
troubleshooting, and optimisation of the 
telecom network. Skilled in network 
monitoring tools, protocol analysers and 
security measures.

In addition to its advanced technology, SENTINEL is backed by a team of experienced network engineers whose mandate is to ensure 
high level of service and support. 



SENTINEL Overview

Monitor

Manage

Analyse

Optimise

Report



Network Monitoring

24/7 Monitoring Real-Time Alerts

SENTINEL provides comprehensive 24/7 network monitoring and management for every 
business, ensuring maximum uptime and real-time alerts.



Register Incident TRIAGE Track

SENTINEL provides 24/7 network monitoring and management to ensure that 
incidents are identified, responded to, and resolved quickly and effectively. 

Incident Management



TROUBLESHOOT
Root cause analysis and extensive 

testing are performed to accurately 
identify the source of the issue. 

Resolve*
Implement fixes quickly and efficiently 
through an experienced support team

*Offered with management program package ($)

MONITOR
Monitor applied fix to confirm network 
operation and performance have been 

restored.

SENTINEL provides comprehensive troubleshooting and support services to 
ensure your network runs smoothly and efficiently.

Troubleshooting and Support



Audit Benchmark Optimise

SENTINEL is an invaluable tool for businesses looking to optimize their 
performance through real-time monitoring and data analysis.

Performance Optimisation



AUTOMATED Reporting

DATA COLLECTION DATA ANALYSIS REPORTING

SENTINEL provides comprehensive network monitoring and management with powerful reporting and 
documentation capabilities to ensure businesses can make timely and informed decisions.



NOC SETUP

Typical NOC Implementation: Platform + Technical Team



SEN   INEL

Network Management Use Cases
Benefits of Implementing SENTINEL



Network Dashboard

Timely Visibility and Access to real-time Alerts Is Critical 



Service Uptime

Keep a close eye on site availability



Traffic Tracking

Strive to maximise Served Traffic and Revenue Generation



Hardware Alarming

PLAN Site VISITS with the right information at hand



Signalling Optimisation

Balancing signalling and traffic capacity



SMS & EMAIL ALERTS

Balancing signalling and traffic capacity

• Real-Time Notifications provides real-time SMS and email alerts, ensuring that network administrators are promptly informed of any critical events or 
issues.

• Customizable Alerts to customize alert thresholds and parameters to align with their specific monitoring needs.

• Multi-Layered Alerts allowing users to prioritize and categorize alerts based on severity levels.

• Actionable Insights enabling quick decision-making and proactive network management.
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GET IN TOUCH
For all sales-related inquiries, please 
do not hesitate to contact us at 
sales@nuranwireless.com.

We are here to assist you and 
provide the information you need to 
explore our products and services. 
Your interest is important to us, and 
our sales team will be delighted to 
assist you promptly.

Thank you for considering NuRAN 
Wireless for your business needs.

Denis Lambert
VP Sales
Denis.lambert@nuranwireless.com
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